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By the Commission:
I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
By this Memorandum Opinion and Order, we deny an Application for Review filed by
Southern TV Corporation (“STV”), the former licensee of deleted Class A television station WGSA-CA,
Savannah, Georgia (“Station”), challenging a staff decision that denied both a Petition for Relief under
Section 312(g) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (“Act”), and a Petition for
Reconsideration of the Commission’s cancellation of the Station’s license, deletion of its call-sign, and
dismissal of its request for Special Temporary Authority (“STA”) to operate the Station at variance from
its license.1
II.

BACKGROUND

2.
In its Petition for Relief, STV requested that the Commission permit the Station to be
silent for more than one year, and “extend” the license for WGSA-CA, which would otherwise
automatically expire under Section 312(g) of the Act.2 Under that statutory provision, if a broadcast
station “fails to transmit broadcast signals for any consecutive 12-month period,” its license expires
automatically at the end of that period. Section 312(g) allows for license reinstatement only if “the holder
of the station license prevails in an administrative or judicial appeal, the applicable law changes, or for
any other reason to promote equity and fairness.”3 In its Petition for Reconsideration, STV sought
reconsideration of the Video Division’s (“Division”) February 3, 2015 letter decision cancelling the
Station’s license, and deleting its call sign due to such lack of transmissions, and dismissing its STA
request to operate the Station at variance from its license.4 STV requested reinstatement of the Station’s
license pursuant to the above-noted “equity and fairness” provision of Section 312(g) and also requested
reconsideration of the dismissal of its November 28, 2012 STA request. The Division denied both
Petitions, finding that STV had failed to demonstrate that reinstatement of its license was warranted under
that provision of Section 312(g) 5 In particular, the Division determined that the Station’s extended
silence was not the result of compelling reasons beyond STV’s control, but rather a result of its own
actions, finances, and business judgments—specifically, its admitted financial or other inability to locate a
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new permanent site from which to commence Station operations in accordance with its authorized
technical parameters.6
3.
In its Application for Review, STV contends that the Station’s extended silence was the
result of the Division’s refusal to grant its STA request as a result of an alleged Division policy “that no
STAs were any longer being granted to Class A stations for any reason or purpose….”7 STV argues that
this policy is discriminatory, runs afoul of both Commission precedent and the Administrative Procedure
Act, and is a policy that the Commission must overturn.8 According to STV, it stood “ready, willing and
able to operate its station,” but was unable to do so because of the Division’s failure to grant its STA
request.9 Ultimately, STV argues that its license for WGSA-CA should be reinstated and its STA be
granted.
III.

DISCUSSION

4.
Consistent with the standard set forth in Section 1.115(b)(2) of the Commission’s rules,
we deny the Application for Review.10 Based upon the evidence presented in this case, we conclude that
STV has not demonstrated that the Division erred in its decision to deny STV’s Petition for Relief and
Petition for Reconsideration, and we decline to reinstate the Station’s license or grant the STA request. In
both its Petition for Relief and Petition for Reconsideration, STV attempts to pass blame on to the
Division for the Station’s failure to transmit a broadcast signal for twelve consecutive months. STV
contends the Station’s extended silence is a direct result of the Division’s application “of an unlawful and
discriminatory policy denying operating authority” and that this allegedly improper denial of authority “is
not a private business decision.” According to STV, it received informal advice from Division staff that
the Commission was no longer granting STAs to any Class A station for any purpose.
5.
STV’s allegation of the existence of such a Division policy is unsubstantiated and
irrelevant to the merits of the Division’s underlying decision not to grant STV yet another STA to operate
the Station with reduced facilities. Section 309(f) of the Act provides the staff with the discretion to act
on an STA request “if it finds that there are extraordinary circumstances requiring temporary operations
in the public interest and that delay…would seriously prejudice the public interest.”11 In fact, in its Letter
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Decision, the Division noted the permissive nature of Sections 309(f) of the Act and 73.1635 of the rules.
The Division discussed the requirements for requesting an extension to an STA, noting that, pursuant to
Section 73.1635(a)(4), a licensee must “demonstrate that any further extensions requested are necessary
and that all steps to resume normal operation are being undertaken in an expeditious and timely
fashion.”12 Notwithstanding STV’s claims that the Division’s decision to cancel the Station’s license and
dismiss the STA request were the result of the allegedly unlawful and discriminatory policy, the Division
acted appropriately due to STV’s failure to make the showing necessary to warrant the issuance of yet
another STA to operate at reduced facilities.
6.
STV failed to provide any evidence describing the actions it took to resume operation
during its most recently authorized period of silence. Moreover, STV’s numerous STA requests that it
filed during 2009-2012 demonstrate that its reasons for the Station’s repeated requests for STAs to
operate with reduced facilities from a temporary location and then for silence authority were constantly
changing and its later statements cast doubt on the validity of its earlier requests. It initially based its
STA request on its representation that the owner of its authorized transmitter site had advised it that the
owner planned to dismantle the tower and sell the land.13 In later requests, it cited the need for it to repair
the transmitter at its alternative site for which it had been granted an STA.14 Thereafter, it noted its lack
of financial resources to locate a new site and its general “financial distress.”15 In its penultimate STA
request, again asking to go silent, STV acknowledged that the tower owner’s reported intention to
dismantle the tower was not the real reason for its inability to provide service with its authorized facilities
in 2009: “Financial pressures from the economic downturn made it necessary to find a tower with lower
rent in any event, whether the tower remained standing for a while or not.” With regard to its claimed
equipment problems and its intention, stated in its 2010 and 2011 STA requests to make the necessary
repairs, it indicated that “The newly imposed deadline for transition to digital operation indicates that
investing in repair or replacement of the analog equipment is unwise and that any available resources
should be devoted to finding a site and acquiring equipment for digital operation.” Accordingly, it
reported that “the station has been taken dark pending further evaluation of its digital future.”16 In its
November 28, 2012 STA request, STV cited its “financial distress,” noting its expectation that the
reduced facilities for which it sought the STA were “only temporary,” and that it “hopes to be able to
resume full power licensed operation when its economic condition improves,”17 but neglecting to state
precisely when that would occur.
7.
The STA request at issue was STV’s ninth request for reduced facilities and/or silent
authority filed between 2009 and 2012. An examination of STV’s STAs reveals that, after three years of
cycling the Station on and off the air, in its November 28, 2012 request, STV, again claiming “financial
distress,” failed to demonstrate what steps it had taken towards resuming normal operation as required by
Section 73.1635(a)(4) of the Commission’s rules. Its limited operation of the Station since 2009 –
operating for two brief periods with temporary operations and reduced facilities -- appear to have been
attempts to evade license expiration under Section 312(g).18 We agree with the Division that STV failed
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to make the requisite showing to warrant grant of yet another STA and that the Station’s failure to
transmit a broadcast signal for twelve consecutive months was a result of STV’s own actions, finances,
and/or business judgments and not a result of forces beyond STV’s control. Accordingly, we affirm the
Division’s conclusion that reinstatement of the Station license was not warranted under the “equity and
fairness” provision of Section 312(g) of the Act.19
IV.

CONCLUSION

8.
Upon consideration of the Application for Review and the entire record, we conclude that
STV has not demonstrated that the Division erred. The Division, in its September 1, 2015 Letter
Decision, properly decided the matters raised, and we uphold its actions for the reasons stated therein.
9.
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that, pursuant to Section 5(c)(5) of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. § 155(c)(5), and Section 1.115(g) of the Commission’s rules, 47
C.F.R. § 1.115(g), the Application for Review filed by Southern TV Corporation IS DENIED.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
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